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“The money changers have fled from their high seats in the 
temple of our civilization. We may now restore that temple 
to the ancient truths.”

Franklin D. Roosevelt
Inaugural Address, March 4, 1933
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 Why no exclusive focus on entrepreneurship or company formation?
 11-13% of employment in US is in newly formed small companies
 The vast majority are in lower-tech businesses, sectors that have high 

competition; most start-ups are NOT INNOVATIVE
 Average owner is a white male in his ‘40’s
 He will likely start a business if he is:
 Unemployed
 Works part-time
 Has changed jobs often
 Makes less money

 50% of new businesses that stay alive for 5 years or more are based in the 
home

 The vast majority employ one or at most a few employees
 Only 24% of new businesses each year employ anyone
 In NH, 50% of LLC’s have no employees 3



 Not invention, not science
 Increased focus in recent times
 “Useful embodiments of ideas in the marketplace”
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 Universally accepted
 Universally false

 Proof
Effect of historical recording
 Financial lens on research/fundamental 

innovation
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“The test of a first-rate intelligence is the ability to hold two 
opposed ideas in mind at the same time and still retain the 
ability to function”

F. Scott Fitzgerald
“The Crack-up”, 1936
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 PROOF: Every researcher has a real process for choosing research problem
 CONSEQUENCES: It’s all about choosing the RIGHT PROBLEM
 CORROLARIES: We currently do not distinguish between creating 

technology options (purple dots) and true Fundamental Innovation (i.e. 
great research)
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 Strained Silicon
 Inside microprocessors since 2004
 Enabled Moore’s Law to continue
 Arguably delivered billions $ in value to the 

marketplace
 Excellent example since G.F. was there for the entire 

iterative process over 15 years
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 Corporate influence on campus (IBM, HP) started 
me on innovation path
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Prof Jerry Woodall
IBM Fellow during my PhD
Influence on campus research
Role of misfit dislocations in FET structures

PhD Advisor Prof. Dieter Ast
Spent  summers time at HP Labs
Dislocations in GaAs IC’s



 Core fundamental innovation: relaxed 
semiconductor on another with low defect density
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 Fundamental advances in lattice-mismatch engineering regarding 
dislocations, surfaces, and process integration of new materials in silicon 
processing environments

 Practical embodiments now must leave university
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 The driver from 1998-2002 in real strained silicon 
commercialization
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AmberWave strained silicon
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"Good sir, you are an Athenian, a citizen of the greatest city 
with the greatest reputation for both wisdom and power; are 
you not ashamed of your eagerness to possess as much 
wealth, reputation, and honors as possible, while you do not 
care for nor give thought to wisdom or truth, or the best 
possible state of your soul?" 

Socrates, 399 B.C
As told by Plato in APOLOGY
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 1930-1950:  “Technology-based Innovation”
 Era of Vannevar Bush

 1950-1975:  Innovation with no competition
 Rise of ‘Bureaucratic Capitalism’

 1975-2000:  Innovation absorption
 ‘Entrepreneurial Capitalism’, rapid wealth accumulation, 

destruction of original innovation pipeline

 2000-present: Innovation with global competition
 Relative economic stagnation, pre-paradigm innovators
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 Education
 University removed from key Innovation Process components
 How can university serve its central mission in new world, 

innovation education?

 Research
 Most developed and advanced developing countries embrace 

Vannevar Bush “public science investment=growth” philosophy
 With Google and internet, this plethora of ‘purple dots’ can be 

accessed  by anyone
 Differential value of an additional random piece of science 

approaches zero
 University research challenged with fundamental innovation 

research vs. ‘purple dot’ research
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 1990-present: The Operational Corporation
 Present-future: The Innovation Corporation
 Executive officers will need different talents
 Investment in corporations will be for beating market 

averages, i.e. top-line innovation growth
 Largest experiments in innovation will involve 

corporations if pipeline is to recover
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 US has retained important ecosystem 
parameters advantageous for building new 
innovation pipeline
 Individual career mobility
 Ease of organizational transformations
 Belief/ability to retain earnings
 Rule of Law
 Invented nation-state-based research investment
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 “The Endless Frontier”
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‘the engineer “was not primarily a physicist, or a business 
man, or an inventor but [someone] who would acquire 
some of the skills and knowledge of each of these and be 
capable of successfully developing and applying new 
devices on a grand scale”’, Vannevar Bush, 1942

Chaos = Opportunity!
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